
STAT4601/5703   Assignment #2 (Individual assignment) Due March 14th

Consider the wine data  found on the University of California at Irving’s Machine Learning
Repository. It contains 14  attributes for 178 samples. One of the attributes is the class of the
sample, corresponding to the cultivar of grape. The other 13 attributes are chemical properties of
the resultant wine. More information, and a copy  of the data, can be found at 
http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Wine

1.Divide the dataset into 2/3 for training and 1/3 for testing, making sure that the distribution of
the three cultivars is roughly the same in the training set and in the testing set.

2.Use k-means clustering  with initial centroids chosen randomly, then loop to try clustering with
different random seeds and choose the seed that gives the most accurate result. Be careful about
empty clusters!

Do the analysis for the
• raw data
• standardized data
• whitened data
and use Euclidean distance.

Measure quality of your clustering using SSE (sum of squared error) and the count of cases
ending up in the wrong cluster. Give the centroids for the best clustering you find.

Examine the clustering results for both the training dataset and the test dataset by producing
tables to show misclassification /classification results and also display your clustering results
graphically, using colour to indicate true class.

3. Do PCA on this data and use the first two or three PCs to do clustering on the wine data. 
Compare your results with those found by using the actual data instead of the principal
components for clustering.

4.  Repeat (2) using Manhattan distance.(STAT5703 students only.)

5. Do ICA on this data (STAT5703 only).

Your answers must be submitted as a succinct summary of your work and findings ; your R code

must be included as an appendix and it must run to verify your results.   Submit to
CULearn.

http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Wine

